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Week 1 - Introduction 
- Polygenic —> traits with multiple genes

- Gregor Mendel —> predictable offspring (didn’t work with polygenic)

- Friedrich Miescher —> discovered DNA in 1869

- 2 sister chromatids = 1 chromosome 

• When that is split —> each bit is now a separate chromosome

- Watson & Crick —> discovered 3D model of DNA —> semiconservative —> carbon 3’ 
to 5’ direction (the carbon number of the ribose sugar

- Purines: A (adenosine) & G (guanine)

- Pyrimidines —> T (thymine) / U (Uracil) & C (cytosine) 

- The template DNA strand reads 3’ to 5’ 

- DNA polymerase reads 5’ to 3’ (coding)

- Central dogma: DNA —> mRNA —> proteins

- tRNA —> brings in amino acids

- Codon —> 3 nucleotides

- Restriction enzymes —> find certain codons and cut at that specific site

- Proteome —> complete set of coded proteins in a genome

- Human genome has ~ 3.2 billion bases —> 32,000 bases actually code for something

- Splicing —> this uses a combination of a set of genes, resulting in bit variety from a 
small sample

- Drosophila melanogastor —> have 4 chromosomes (include sex chromosomes)

- Wild type —> dominants, represented by +ve

- Mutant would be the recessive
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Week 2 - Mitosis and Meiosis 
- Mitochondria (ATP production) and chloroplast (photosynthesis) both have their own 

DNA and can duplicate, were previously not in eukaryotic cells —> endosymbiotic theory

- Nucleolus —> a dense part of the nucleus —> contains ribosomal RNA (rRNA) —> 
used to make ribosomes (small and large subunits)

- Material passes through nucleus via nuclear pores

- 46 chromosomes (in somatic cells) — 23 chromosomes (in germ cells)

- Diploid = 2n —> 2 x 23 = 46

- Mitosis is responsible for growth and repair (asexual reproduction)

Mitosis 
- Interphase:

• G1 —> growth and development

• S —> genome duplication

• G2 —> further growth (organelles duplicate)

- Mitosis:

• Prophase —> centrioles (spindle fibres) migrate the either end of the cell (poles), 
nuclei membrane disintegrates and chromosomes are now visible

• Metaphase —> before it is prometaphase, now all chromosomes have lined up at the 
metaphase plate and microtubules are connected to kinetochores (at centromere)

• Anaphase —> chromosomes are split apart into 2 sister chromatids which are now 
individual chromosomes, the cohesion proteins (holding sister chromatids) are 
separated by separase

• Telophase —> spindle fibres disappear, chromosomes uncondense and nuclear 
membrane starts forming again

- Cytokinesis (cell division)

________________________________________________________________________

- There are 4 names based on where the centromere is: metacentric (middle), 
submetacentric (slightly towards one end), acrocentric (end of chromosome), 
dicentric (2 centromeres), acentric (no centromere)
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- There are 3 checkpoints:

• G1 checkpoint —> check if everything has grown properly before it starts to duplicate 
its DNA (S phase)

• G2 checkpoint —> checks if the DNA has been duplicated without any errors

• Metaphase checkpoint —> checks if all the chromosomes are attached to the 
spindle fibres with the kinetochore

Meiosis 
- There are 2 sounds of cell division: meiosis 1 and meiosis 2 —> end up with 4 haploid 

cells

- Only occurs in germ cells

- In meiosis 1, the sister chromatids are not separated —> homologous pairs are 
divided into each cell

- Males —> 4 haploid cells, females —> 4 haploid cells but only 1 is usable

________________________________________________________________________

- Interphase —> the centrisomes and DNA have duplicated so we can now see them

- Prophase 1 —> go under synapsis (chromosome from each parent are coming 
together), crossing over (swapping parts of their chromosomes)

- Metaphase 1 —> homologous chromosomes line up at metaphase plate, and can 
assort themselves randomly (independent assortment), spindles attach to centromere 

- Anaphase 1 —> pulling the homologous chromosomes apart

- Telophase 1 —> reforming nucleus and chromosome uncondense

- Cytokinesis —> cell division, end up with 2 cells

________________________________________________________________________

- Prophase 2 —> this time there is no crossing over

- Metaphase 2 —> line up at metaphase plate

- Anaphase 2 —> pulling chromosomes apart, this time each chromosome is being 
pulled apart to give 2 chromosomes (which were sister chromatids before)

- Telophase 2 —> nucleus reforms and chromosome uncondense

- Cytokinesis —> cell division, now have 4 cells
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- Prophase 1 itself has 5 stages:

• Leptotene —> chromosomes condensing

• Zygotene —> each chromosome pairs with its homologue (homologous pair)

• Pachytene —> chromosomes get thicker

• Diplotene —> crossing over

• Diakinesis —> moving apart (going to metaphase plate)

∴ Synapsis and crossing over occur at prophase 1

∴ Law of independent assortment occurs at metaphase 1

- Spermatogenesis —> creating sperm cells

- Oogenesis —> creating egg, all of them are made before the female is born

• When female hits puberty —> meiosis 1 is complete

• When sperm attaches to egg —> meiosis 2 starts

- Polytene chromosomes —> oversized chromosomes that keep duplication without cell 
division (used in slivery glands of drosophila as they need heaps of food to grow)

- Heterochromatin —> tightly packed chromosomes that don’t have much gene content 
(low in gene content)

- Euchromatin —> less condense regions (high in gene content)

- Telomeres —> ends of chromosomes that don’t get replicated properly
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